Introduction {#s0001}
============

It is now well established that the organization of the genome in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells is not random. Chromosomes occupy well-defined chromosomal territories (CT) [@cit0001] and seem to fold in a fractal manner. Within each chromosome, Mbp-long strands called topological associated domains (TADs), are found to maintain increased number of internal contacts while lamina-associated domains (LADs) tend to interact with the lamina or other nuclear bodies.[@cit0003] These organizational features were revealed to exist beyond the classical view of the local organization of the DNA which included the wrapping of chromatin around nucleosomes, and larger scale coiling and super-coiling.

During the last few years, functional effects of the nuclear organization were revealed.[@cit0004] The regulation of gene expression is affected by the diffusion properties of transcription factors, chromatin condensation levels, the proximity of the chromosome regions to the lamina [@cit0005] or to the nucleus center,[@cit0006] and the proximity of enhancers and other regulatory elements to the promoters within TADs, to name but a few. Other functions that are affected by the DNA organization include replication, the repair of DNA double strand breaks, chromosomal condensation during mitosis and more.

It is therefore clear that the maintenance of chromatin organization is critical for proper cell function, however, the mechanisms that are responsible for the organization and its maintenance are still unclear. Two conceptual methods have been used lately for exploring nuclear organization. First, there are fixed cell studies, based mainly on the chromosome conformation capture methods and fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH). The second makes use of cell imaging techniques. These methods are complementary and both provide a vast amount of information.

Previous dynamic studies in the nucleus have shown that the motion of interphase chromatin is generally constrained.[@cit0007] It was also shown that local chromatin diffusion is important in gene regulation,[@cit0008] while the dynamic properties of chromatin seem to enhance the formation of chromosomal translocations.[@cit0009] By following the dynamics of single genomic sites in the nucleus, we have recently shown [@cit0010] that lamin A plays an important role in the maintenance of chromatin organization. This was achieved by single particle tracking (SPT) of labeled telomeres and centromeres, and analysis of the measured data according to diffusion theories and biophysical modeling.[@cit0011]

SPT allows tracking the movement of individual particles and analyzing its dynamics. SPT is based on live-cell microscopy performed with a digital camera or a confocal setup combined with comprehensive image analysis, including corrections for cell drift and rotation and provides the spatio-temporal trajectories of single particles.[@cit0014] For a detailed description, see.[@cit0015]

Here we show that lamin A affects not only the dynamics of telomeres and centromeres, but also the dynamics of nuclear bodies. This suggests that lamin A is important not only for the maintenance of chromatin organization but also for the positioning of general nuclear machineries and nuclear bodies. On the other hand, we show that lamin A does not affect the spatial distribution of chromatin in the nucleus, as shown below by image correlation spectroscopy.

Diffusion of genomic sites in the nucleus {#s0001-0001}
-----------------------------------------

Diffusion refers to the random motion of particles because of their kinetic (thermal) energy and interaction with the surrounding media. When following the dynamics of genetic sites in the nucleus, their diffusion pattern reflects on the structure of the chromatin and interactions with the nucleoplasm. Therefore, understanding the fine details of the diffusion pattern can lead to important insights.

There are different diffusion patterns that can be characterized from the experimental data. Most famous is normal diffusion resulting from a classical random walk process. It is characterized by the mean square displacement (MSD), $\left\langle {r^{2}\left( t \right)} \right\rangle = 2n_{d}Dt$, where *n*~*d*~ is the spatial dimension of the motion and *D* is the diffusion coefficient. Thus, the average distance traveled by a particle is proportional to the square root of the travel-time.

Deviation from normal diffusion leads to anomalous diffusion where the MSD is not linear with time and gives $\left\langle \mathit{r}^{2}\left( \mathit{t} \right) \right\rangle = \mathit{A}\mathit{t}^{\mathit{a}}$, an anomalous exponent α that is different than 1. Anomalous diffusion can result from different mechanisms, each of them corresponds to a different biophysical phenomenon.[@cit0016] When α\<1 the process is called subdiffusion and can be interpreted in terms of interactions between the diffusing particles and other mobile or immobile structures. It was therefore proposed that the anomalous exponent can be used to quantify the crowding of the media at the molecular scale.[@cit0017] Subdiffusing particles explore space slower than normally diffusing particles ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) and have a higher chance of interacting with nearby targets while super-diffusing particles, where α\>1, explore large distances and can reach far away targets faster. Figure 1.Normal and anomalous diffusion. Typical areas covered by 2 telomeres that undergo normal diffusion (A) and anomalous diffusion (B) over 50 time-points acquired during 925 seconds. (C, D) Trajectories of telomeres (green spots) and Cajal bodies (red spots) acquired from time-lapse fluorescence live-cell imaging over 925 seconds in *Lmna*^−/−^ (C) and *Lmna*^+/+^ (D) cells. Note that the volume of movement in the *Lmna*^−/−^ cells is much larger compared to that in *Lmna*^+/+^cells. Scale bar, 3µm.

The diffusion type can be identified from the plot of the MSD versus Δ*t*, the latter being the time gap for which the MSD is calculated. It is common to present the plot on a log-log scale where the slope of the curve is equal to the anomalous coefficient α.[@cit0010] An even better visual way to distinguish normal and anomalous diffusion is to plot MSD/Δt as a function of Δ*t*, on a log-log scale, and in this case the slope is equal to $\alpha - 1$. Therefore, normal diffusion translates to a zero slope and anomalous subdiffusion has a negative slope of $s = \alpha - 1$.

Another tool that helps characterize the type of the dynamics is to observe the area scanned by a particle over a long time range e.g. imaging the cells for 15 minutes ([Fig. 1A, B](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). This area depends on the diffusion type as well as on the actual value of the diffusion coefficient i.e. it depends both on the exponent value α and the preceding coefficient (*D* or *A* in the equations above). Therefore, the measured area directly emphasizes the level of order or chaos that may exist in the nucleus because of genetic modification.

Lamin proteins and nuclear organization {#s0001-0002}
---------------------------------------

Lamin A and C are alternatively spliced proteins of a single gene, *LMNA*. They are type V intermediate filaments consisting of a short N-terminal non-helical head domain, an α-helical coiled-coil rod domain and a C-terminal non-helical tail domain containing a nuclear localization signal and an immunoglobulin-like domain.[@cit0018] Lamin proteins are known to provide structural scaffolding to the nucleus. Lamin proteins form dimers by coiled-coil formation of their central rod domains and the dimers then assemble head to tail into polar polymers.[@cit0019] It was shown that lamins incorporated into the lamina have little or no mobility, while a fraction of the nucleoplasmic lamin is mobile.[@cit0021] When we followed different genomic sites, telomeres or centromeres, we could demonstrate that the loss of lamin A leads to a dramatic change of the diffusion type, as well as to significantly larger areas that are scanned by each entity at a given time.[@cit0010]

Genomic regions exhibit anomalous diffusion {#s0001-0003}
-------------------------------------------

To determine the diffusion pattern of chromatin, we used SPT for telomeres, centromeres and a single gene locus in living cells.[@cit0010] There are normally dozens of telomeres or centromeres that can be simultaneously observed and measured in the same cell. Telomeres were fluorescently labeled by the specific telomeric proteins DsRed-TRF1 or GFP-TRF2. Centromeres were labeled through GFP-CENPA and the gene locus by RFP-LacI. The analysis procedures are described elsewhere [@cit0010] and typical particles paths are shown in [Figure 1C, D](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}.

All studied genomic loci exhibited slow anomalous diffusion in normal cells with a value of α in the range of 0.4 -- 0.7.[@cit0010] The genomic sites are part of a long DNA chain, and therefore it is expected that their diffusion will be constrained. The anomalous diffusion of telomeres was found in different cell types ([Fig. 2A, B](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Diffusion patterns of telomeres in different cell types. (A) MSD/Δ*t* vs Δ*t* plot in log-log scale for different cell lines. (B) The distribution of α coefficient obtained from single telomeres trajectories (n=325, 166, 551, 958 for the 3T3, HeLa, MF, U2OS cell-lines respectively). (C) MSD/Δ*t* vs Δ*t* plot for *Lmna*^+/+^and *Lmna*^−/−^ cells. (D) Box plot for the α coefficients distribution (n=223, 525 for the *Lmna*^+/+^ and *Lmna*^−/−^ cells respectively). Note the significant difference showing anomalous diffusion in *Lmna*^+/+^ and normal diffusion in *Lmna*^−/−^ cells.

It should be emphasized that similar slow anomalous diffusion is found for genomic sites that are located in the whole nucleoplasmic volume, both at the interior and the peripheral nuclear areas.

This reflects a very slow and localized motion that has major significance on the underlying biophysical mechanisms. The anomalous diffusion implies that the observed entities are not freely diffusing, but are rather interacting with their environment. Moreover, it will typically take a chromatin locus a long time (many hours) to diffuse through a chromosome territory that is typically larger than 1 µm. We suggest that the anomalous diffusion may be due to temporal chromatin-chromatin binding mediated by a certain protein. This will lead to very slow dynamics and necessarily to the maintenance of the chromosome territories in the nucleus, even though there are no membranes or other physical boundaries to keep them in place. We speculate that during mitosis, the binding mechanism can be switched off to allow for the major spatial reorganization of chromosomes.

Lamin A function in chromatin dynamics {#s0001-0004}
--------------------------------------

In searching for a protein that may form chromatin-chromatin bonds, lamin A is a plausible candidate. It was shown before that lamin A interacts with chromatin through their non-α-helical C-terminal tail domain and the N- and C-terminal tail domains of core histones.[@cit0023] Moreover, the effect of the loss of the lamin A protein on telomere distribution was previously shown.[@cit0024] We therefore decided to measure the effect of lamin A on chromatin dynamics. Accordingly, we measured the diffusion of telomeres in lamin A depleted (Lmna^−/−^) cells and found that it changed from anomalous to normal diffusion ([Fig. 2B, D](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, each genomic site tested in the lamin A depleted cells tended to scan ∼10 times larger volumes compared to normal cells.

To further investigate the effect of lamin A proteins on chromatin dynamics, we measured telomere dynamics in Lmna^−/−^ cells during stages of the cell cycle. For this purpose, we performed co-transfection of plasmids for telomere labeling and proteins that are expressed in the cell only during a specific stage of the cell cycle. To identify G1, S and late S-G2 stages we used PCNA-mCherry, hCDT1-mCherry and hGeminin-CFP proteins, respectively. PCNA proteins form distinct nuclear foci during the DNA synthesis phase of the cell cycle.[@cit0025] The other 2 proteins are used in the FUCCI system [@cit0026] for following the cell cycle in living cells. hCDT1 levels peak in G1; as cells transition into S phase, hCDT1 levels fall and Geminin levels rise, remaining high until the cells are back in G1. We did not find significant differences in the movement volumes of telomere motion and α coefficient between different cell cycle stages. The average volume of movement of telomeres in the Lmna^−/−^ cells during late S and G2 was V=0.12μm^3^, in comparison to V=0.10μm^3^ in early/mid S phase. For comparison, in *Lmna*^+/+^ cells the average volume of telomere movement was V=0.014μm^3^, an order of magnitude smaller.

The effect of lamin A depletion on nuclear body dynamics {#s0001-0005}
--------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have shown that nuclear bodies such as mRNPs, Cajal and PML bodies move through the nucleoplasm.[@cit0027] In light of our findings, it was important to explore whether the depletion of lamin A protein has an influence on the diffusion properties of nuclear bodies, even though they are not part of the DNA chains. We marked Cajal and PML bodies by transient transfection of DsRed-Colin and CFP-Sp100 plasmids, respectively. In each nucleus we observed 2-5 of each nuclear body, which is not enough to perform a correction of nucleus translation and rotation. Therefore, we imaged cells that had both telomeres and nuclear body staining and used the telomeres motion in order to produce the corrections of cell translation and rotation. We found that telomeres have the smallest volume of motion, while Cajal bodies are more mobile. In *Lmna*^+/+^ cells the average volume movement of telomeres during 925 sec was V=0.014μm^3^, while Cajal and PML bodies scanned an average volume of V=0.080 μm^3^ and V=0.024μm^3^, respectively. Lamin A depletion allowed both Cajal and PML bodies to scan larger volumes in the nucleus, although significantly less for Cajal than for PML bodies ([Fig. 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). According to the corral model,[@cit0029] nuclear body movement is influenced by chromatin motion and therefore large chromatin motion leads to higher mobility of nuclear bodies. The dynamics of the nuclear bodies themselves may be restricted as they are locked in between more dense chromatin regions [@cit0028] or they may be also connected to the chromatin network. Figure 3.Comparison of the ratio of volumes of motions for telomeres, Cajal and PML bodies during 925 seconds in *Lmna*^+/+^ and *Lmna*^−/−^ cells. For *Lmna*^+/+^ cells n=691, 74, 78 for telomeres, Cajal bodies and PML bodies, respectively. For *Lmna*^−/−^ cells n=519, 109, 76 for telomeres, Cajal bodies and PML bodies, respectively. All entities explore smaller volumes in the *Lmna*^+/+^ compared to the *Lmna*^−/−^ cells. The effect of lamin A depletion is more significant on chromatin dynamics (telomeres) compared to nuclear bodies.

TSA and osmotic pressure alter chromatin structure but not dynamics {#s0001-0006}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We were interested in examining whether lamin A depletion leads to changes in spatial chromatin organization. For this purpose we used image correlation spectroscopy (ICS) and calculated the autocorrelation function *g(r)* of the nuclei of various cell types.[@cit0031] Measurements and analysis were performed for chromatin labeled with Hoechst in control U2OS cells and following lamin A depletion by siRNA. In addition, we also used osmotic treatment that leads to chromatin condensation [@cit0030] and TSA incubation that induces a more open chromatin structure [@cit0032] in order to compare the effect of lamin A. The autocorrelation function, *g(r)*, measures the spatial distribution of the chromatin in the nucleus and the obtained results show that lamin A depletion has no effect on chromatin compaction, while TSA and osmotic treatment both changed chromatin compaction levels.

TSA and osmotic treatments did not significantly change the type of chromatin diffusion i.e., the diffusion remained anomalous; while lamin A depletion changed the type of chromatin motion from anomalous to normal diffusion. These experiments provide evidence that the interaction between certain proteins and chromatin can govern chromatin dynamics while not changing its spatial distribution.

Summary {#s0002}
=======

To shed light on the mechanisms of chromosome territory maintenance, we have used live cell imaging methods that are ideal for studying dynamic processes in living cells. We analyzed the diffusion of different genomic sites by measuring their trajectories through SPT. We compared the changes in the diffusion caused by different parameters such as genomic region, physical location inside the nucleus, chromatin condensation levels, as well as the effect caused by depletion of proteins that are known to interact with chromatin. We found that depletion of the lamin A protein has the strongest effect on chromatin diffusion properties. Diffusion analysis of chromatin motion in lamin A depleted cells strongly suggests that lamin A can bind chromatin thereby restricting its local motion and changes the diffusion pattern from anomalous to normal.

We propose that lamin A binds to chromatin and restricts its motion. Consequently, it dampens chromatin dynamics, which allows chromosomes to remain localized, each in its chromosome territory, during interphase ([Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Suggested model explaining the role of lamin A in maintaining the intra-nuclear chromosomal structure. Lamin A serves as a "stapler" that connects adjacent chromosomal regions and helps in keeping chromosome territory structure in place during interphase.

By combining fluorescence microscopy, statistical analysis and live cell biological techniques, we were able to highlight the importance of lamin A on chromatin dynamics. Our experimental approach and data analysis enable the characterization of protein interactions with chromatin in living cells in an independent manner to biochemical assays. We are confident that future progress and implementation of such interdisciplinary approaches will enable the identification of new nuclear processes that take place in living cells.
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